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PROGRAM OVERVIEW
28 September

29 September

08:00 Registration, welcome coffee, breakfast

08:00 Breakfast

08:45 Welcome

09:00 KEYNOTE

09:00 KEYNOTE

09:20 SHOW&TELL – SESSION 5
Introducing 10 Insurtech solutions

09:20 SHOW&TELL – SESSION 1
Introducing 10 Insurtech solutions

11:00 Networking break

11:00 Networking break

11:30 KEYNOTE

11:30 SHOW&TELL – SESSION 2
Introducing 8 Insurtech solutions

11.40 SHOW&TELL – SESSION 6
Introducing 8 Insurtech solutions

12:50 KEYNOTE

13:00 VISION BRIEF

13:00 Networking break and Lunch

13:20 Networking break and lunch

14:00 VISION BRIEF

14:15 KEYNOTE

14:10 SHOW&TELL – SESSION 3
Introducing 7 Insurtech solutions

14:35 SHOW&TELL – SESSION 7
Introducing 7 Insurtech solutions

15:20 KEYNOTE
15:30 Networking break

15:45 NXT:Customer - How insurance offers meet
people's needs
Launch New ITHM Program

16:00 VISION BRIEF

16:45 DIAmond Award Ceremony

16:10 SHOW&TELL – SESSION 4
Introducing 9 Insurtech solutions

17:00 Networking Tapas, Entertainment & Open Bar

17:40 KEYNOTE
18:00 Networking | Open Bar

SMART
COMMUNICATIONS

TCS
India/UK - Connected
Intelligence Platform on
digital customer experience
to boost micro insurance

UK - Omnichannel customer
conversations platform for
personalised communication,
experience, and engagement,
powered by leading CCM
software and digitized form
management.

SENTIANCE
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An electric line up of 50+ best
of breed insurtechs and 6
thought provoking keynotes

Belgium - Empowers
personalised engament
through using intelligencedriven motion data to
contextual insights and
behavioral change techniques

FAKTORZEHN
Germany - End-to-end core
system to implement new,
futureproof digital business
models in non-life insurance.

VLOT

HARMONEY

Switzerland - End-to-end white
label product solutions and
integrated life risk analytics to
deliver a digital financial checkup in any customer journey to
enable people to make
financially responsible decisions.

Belgium - End-to-end solution
for automated digital
compliance, to prevent fraud,
avoid risk, and automate
(subscription) processes and
workflows.

DOMCURA
Germany - Digital insurer of home
and home related insurance for
private and commercial clients,
offering flexible products that
adapt to changing situations.

THE FLOOW

.

UK - Telematic solutions
that combine data and
social science with
technology to make driving
safer.

BSURANCE
Austria - Offers a cloud-based
insurance management
platform, which enables
embedded insurance solutions
for the point-of-need.

FRISS
Netherlands - End-to-end P&C
insurance fraud analytics
solutions powered by AI to
enable safe digital
transformation.

TONI Digital
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An electric line up of 50+ best
of breed insurtechs and 6
thought provoking keynotes

Switzerland - Whitelabel
Insurance Solutions that
break up the traditional
insurance value chain to
deliver simple, trustful and
price competitive solutions.

WAKAM

TietoEVRY

France - Creates newgeneration white label
embedded insurance solutions,
for all types of distribution
partners: brokers, insurtech,
e-retailers.

Finland - Insurance-in-a-box, an
open ecosystem platform to
fast-track insurance and broker
digitization.

ELEMENT

KLEIN BLUE

Germany - Proprietary modular
tech-platform with smart APIs,
empowers insurers to integrate
or add new or tailored digital
insurance solutions into their
portfolio.

France - With KleinBlue's
platform, insurers can scout
and benchmark startups, to
activate the best collaboration
or investment opportunities
and accelerate innovation
momentum.

Kasko2Go
Switzerland - Makes motor
insurance more profitable
through AI and telematicsbased risk assessment.

EVARI

.

Australia - Offers fully digital
tailored insurance to small
businesses licensed featuring a
fair price value proposition and
smooth customer experience.

IBA
Denmark - Cloud-native, endto-end core insurance
platform that accelerates
the digital journey of P&C
insurers.

TAZI
USA - No code AI/ML solution to
leverage (third party) datasets to
optimize business operations by
continuously using ML-driven
actionable insights for a.o. cross-sell
prediction, fraud detection, customer
retention, and lead scoring.

PENNI.IO
Denmark - Enables insurers
to sell embedded insurance
products online through any
distribution channel, with a
white-label solution.

INSTANDA
UK - Core solution that
enables insurance distributors
to build and distribute
products without any code,
and with record time to
market.
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PLANCK
Israel/USA - AI data platform
to create underwriting
insights from a business
name and address, using the
API to industry specific
source data

BDEO
Spain - Visual intelligence’
platform that reduces claims
cost through transforming the
claim customer journey with
remote assessment.

3rd EYES ANALYTICS
Switzerland - Empower
financial institutions to deliver
goal-based investing with
realistic and scenario-based
asset liability management
methods.

An electric line up of 50+ best
of breed insurtechs and 6
thought provoking keynotes

DRIVEQUANT
France - Enables motor insurers
to create usage-based
connected insurance solutions,
through smartphone telematics
for safer and more sustainable
mobility.

UNBLU

.

USA - Offers a conversational
platform that allows
communication and
collaboration with insurance
clients to improve customer
experience.

MENDIX

XEMPUS

USA - Low-code Platform-asa-Service (aPaaS) solution,
that supports insurers build
engaging digital experiences
at speed.

Germany - Shared platform to
connect all parties involved in
offering company pension
plans to make it easy and
accessible for everyone.

